regarded as a great writer by a great many writers. He had therefore -just as in the case of the rooks -set out to observe writers, visiting James, Conrad, Crane, round Rye and, I believe, Mr. H. G. Wells marshland. 21 Brannigan also, for example, quotes from a news piece in June 1939, after reports suggested a group of islands could not be found where the map suggested they should be:
'"Continents at least stay, for practical purposes, where they are", declared the since none of the prominent authors on the map were lodged in these locations as early as 1895.
At that date, James and Conrad were mainly based in literary centre of London, Crane in New York, and Hudson, wandering southern England, was naturally not yet drawn to Romney for its models of authorship. 25 Only Ford was based in Aldington in 1895, already imagining perhaps the literary culture of the place; but his impressionistic use of celebrity names to fix a fluid time and place only serves to make his map, not a historical or photographic snapshot, but a reconstruction of his own personal mental ecology.
Not unlike Easley's recognition that celebrity authorship in London served as stable centre to the rapidly changing ideas on British identity, Bauman also recognizes in celebrity a symbol of coherence and stability, arguing that 'they provide a sort of glue that brings and holds together otherwise diffuse and scattered aggregates of people'. 26 
Notes

